
1.99$ / student per year

3829048

James Carter
Staff

202223Springfield States Middle School

4293020

Nicholas Demarco
Student Grade 11

202223Walt Whitman High School

Digital ID cards seamlessly replace your old plastic 
ID cards. So when a student needs to scan in at the 
beginning of the school day, buy lunch at the 
cafeteria, or check out a library book, they'll use the 
same device they already have.

Digital ID cards are secure. Unlike plastic or sticker ID 
cards, students can't lose these cards or have them 
stolen. No more incidents of someone using someone 
else's ID card, or having to reprint a physical ID card.

It’s easy from initial set-up to the way people will use 
it every day. All information updates automatically, so 
you never need to regenerate another ID.

Digital ID Cards are built right into the same 
SmartPass app your school uses today — no extra 
app or download is needed.

Done

Flip to back

93928371

Perry Jennings
Student Grade 9

202223Franco B. Prep

Digital IDs Work on All Devices
iPhones, Chromebooks, 

Androids, iPads, etc.

Create, Customize, and 
Distribute secure IDs 
in less than 5 minutes.

In comparison, Plastic ID Cards 
typically cost $4-5/student per year!

Digital 
ID Cards 
Add-on

What are Digital IDs in SmartPass?



Digital ID Cards Add-on

Easy to customize. Just a few clicks to 
distribute them to all your students.

Profile Pictures Color & School Mascot

Backside Text

Custom Fields Coming Fall 2022

ID Numbers & Barcode

Grade Levels

Easily upload profile pictures from your 
SIS or third-party photography vendor 
(i.e. LifeTouch).

Sync ID numbers from your SIS or 
quickly upload a CSV, and choose which 
type of barcode. We support them all!

Sync student’s grade levels from your 
SIS or quickly upload a CSV.

Add text on the back of the Digital 
ID card for important phone 
numbers or required State info.

Add any other kinds of information 
on the ID cards you might want.

Customize the color to match 
your school’s branding, and even 
add your school’s logo.


